Spokane Police Department’s

K-9 Unit
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n a recent Wednesday afternoon, a group of dogs
and their owners gathered on the edge of a grassy patch. One at
a time the dogs took their turn, running, fetching and following
the commands of their owners. It could easily be a doggie
obedience class at a regular park, with dogs and owners frolicking in
the late afternoon sun, playing fetch. The similarities end when, with
the sound of gunshots in the background, one of the dogs lunges at a
nearby person’s arm, sinking its teeth into the arm and holding on tight,
and then is praised by its owner. Not to worry, the dog is doing exactly
as it has been trained. Welcome to the Spokane Police Department’s K-9
Unit’s Wednesday night training session.
The park in which the dogs are frolicking is not a real park, but is
a grassy area on the campus of the Spokane Police Academy, and the
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Ofc. Dan Waters and JJ

Ofc. Paul Gorman and Max

Sgt. Troy Teigen and Rico
Ofc. Shawn Kendall and Stryder

gunshots are not the sound of a shootout, but of officers practicing
at the firing range, a safe distance away on the campus.
The one thing that is real in this scenario is the bite the dog takes,
but the individual on the receiving end isn’t injured, thanks to the
protective bite sleeve worn over their clothing. Soon that sleeve is
removed from the individual and placed on the ground. “What we’re
doing here is trying to see if the dog will go after the arm, or after
the visible sleeve on the ground,” says Spokane Police Officer Craig
Hamilton as he explains the purpose of this activity is to train the
dog to attack and bite an individual, rather than training them to
visually go after the bite sleeve. Not too many criminals are decked
out in bite sleeves, and these dogs need to be crisp in their skills,
ready to assist their human counterparts in times of service.
Polishing and fine-tuning their skills are the reasons the K-9
officers bring their dogs to the training sessions. Training runs year
round every Wednesday evening at the Spokane Police Academy.
There are usually 10 to 12 teams, with each team made up of one
handler and one dog. It is not just the Spokane Police Department

K-9 unit that trains; an assortment of law enforcement K-9 units,
including units from Kootenai County Sheriff, Coeur d’Alene
Tribal Police, and law enforcement groups from Montana, gather
to train their dogs.
“It’s easier to train with more dogs,” says Hamilton. “It’s a
chance to train weekly and keep the dogs up on their skills.
Maybe they had an issue the week before, something they need to
work on. We work through various skills to help the dog.”
The dogs are trained to bite and hold, whether they are in
training or on the streets with a criminal. Although the bites are
definite bites and not nibbles, “biting is pretty minimal, maybe ten
percent of the time,” says Hamilton. “Most of the time, no one
gets injured with the dogs.” That’s because the dogs don’t relish
biting people; rather, they do it as part of a training method. “To
them, it’s all play, it is not done out of aggression or defense.”
Similar to how most dogs are trained to run after and retrieve
a tennis ball or Frisbee, so too are these dogs trained; however,
rather than simply fetching, they are trained to go after an
individual, bite and hold. “It’s the same drive, you just channel it
in a different direction,” says Hamilton.
Before the dogs can bite a criminal, they must track one down.

A K-9 unit dog’s primary purpose is their sense of smell and tracking
abilities. Many of the K-9 trained dogs have a sense of smell that is
one million times stronger than a human’s sense of smell. This means
they are particularly well suited for tracking criminals after they have
committed a crime.
“Tracking is probably one of the most dangerous things we do as
police officers,” says Hamilton. “Thankfully though, those guys are
trying to get away, rather than kill us.” One reason tracking is so
dangerous is because officers never know what they are up against.
Is the individual running, or are they hiding in wait? Is the officer
risking running into a more dangerous situation in an attempt to
catch the perpetrator?
Successful tracking is rewarding for both the officers and the
dogs. “You can find people with the dogs in a way foot patrols
couldn’t,” says Spokane Police Department Officer Jake Jensen, who
has worked for three and a half years with Duke, a seven year old
German Shepard. He understands the importance of having Duke
by his side. “There was a home invasion that was in progress. The guy
didn’t take the advice of giving himself up, and he ran with a gun. That’s
when I had to stop and think ‘is it safer to go after him with three cops or
with my 35-mile per hour tracker?’ These dogs are huge assets for safety.
www.spokanecda.com
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K-9 Unit

You wouldn’t want to put an officer in an attic or
corner, not knowing what is there to meet them.
You have to treat the dogs as a tool, which is hard
when you’re a handler and you have to put them in
a dangerous situation, but it is better to put a dog
in there than a person,” says Jensen.
For most people, the thought of putting their
pet in harm’s way ranks right up there with
putting their children in a dangerous situation: it is
unthinkable. “You can’t think of it that way when
you deploy your dog,” says Kootenai County Sheriff
Deputy Jason Shaw, who has been a K-9 handler
since 2002, and works with Bari, a Dutch Shepard
from Holland. “You have to know that this could be
the last time. They are your best friend, but they are
also a tool and a resource.”
As difficult as that may be to swallow, in reality,
it is a state of mind all law enforcement must put
into place everyday. “It’s easier for us to think
that way because that is what we have to do with
our best friends, everyday,” says Spokane Police
Department Sergeant Troy Teigen, who works with
Rico, a five year old Belgian Malinois from the
Netherlands, who is a former military dog and was
also trained in explosive detection by the US Navy
SEALS. Teigen knows everyday a police officer
goes to work, they are putting their lives and the
lives of their co-workers at risk in order to defend
and protect us. The K-9s are in the same boat.
“We won’t send them in on a suicide mission,
though,” says Hamilton, who has worked with Leo
(Leonidas) for two and a half years, after being
partnered with another dog for the previous five
years. Leo is a four-year old German Shepard from
the Czech Republic who has been working with
the Spokane Police Department since he was 16
months old.
For a K-9 unit dog, whenever their handler
is working, they are working, too. For the most
part, K-9 units work the night shift, defending our
community from 7:00 p.m. until 3:30 a.m. “In the
summer, we can’t work them in this heat, and there
are less people and distractions at night, and it is
better for training,” says Jensen.
Jensen, who is in the process of becoming a
master trainer, and who recently helped train a
new recruit dog for the department, named Moe,
says that Washington State Code requires 400
initial hours of training for a K-9 unit dog, and an
additional 16 hours per month of follow-up training.
“Here in Spokane, we’re lucky to double that,” he
says. “We get about 32 hours of training per month.
We get a ton of training here.” While it doesn’t
count toward their training hours, Jensen notes that
it is easy for most handlers to slip some training in
at home, off the clock. “You are working on training
at home, with tennis balls, during play time.”
When it comes to Wednesday trainings at the
police academy, there is one rule Jensen stresses.
“We always end on a positive,” he says. When it

is time to wrap up each dog’s time on the grass, it
ends when they have done something positive and
correct, thus leaving a memory of success in the
dog’s mind.
The training for these dogs is intense, and the
cost for each is substantial, running around $12,000
to obtain each dog. For their handlers though, these
animals are priceless, serving as not just a partner,
but also a part of the family.
“They are pets, really, because they live at home
with us,” says Kootenai County Sheriff Deputy Nate
Nelson, who along with his dog, Iron, a Slovakianborn German Shepard, joins the Wednesday-night
trainings. “It’s a 9 to 5 job for them, though. When
he hears the click when I put my vest on, or as soon
as I start the car, he freaks out and knows it is time
to work.”
“They are basically like our own dogs,” says
Hamilton. “I’ve had Leo for two and a half years,
and he’s very social.”
Hamilton and Leo have proved to be a great
match. They earned the 2010 Top Dog Award. This
award is given each year by the Spokane Police
Department K-9 Unit to a handler/dog team.
According to their website, “Each team competes
in ten different events such as obedience, fastest
building search, fastest track, fastest area search,
shooting, and the unit’s qualifying run, along with
the most finds for the year.”
It’s not all work and no play for the dogs, though.
“Most of us have kids, so they play with the dogs
when we are at home,” says Hamilton. For his
family, Leo is as much a part of the family as any
of them, and is a beloved pet that just happens to
also hold down a full-time job.
“I am emotionally attached to him for sure,” says
Jensen of his relationship with Duke. “The dogs
bond with us initially. As the handler, you want to be
at the top of their hierarchy. I have three boys and
a wife at home. Once he [Duke] earned their trust
he was fine, but initially, Duke wasn’t very social.”
It’s not just the officers and their families that
have a soft spot in their hearts for the dogs.
“Even the bad guys like the dogs,” says Hamilton.
“We’ve had them getting fixed up in the hospital
after they’ve been caught, and they’ll want to spit
on us, but they’ll say, ‘that was a great dog. Is the
dog okay?’”
Perhaps its the furry coats and soft ears, or their
determined spirits, but the dogs of the Spokane
Police Department K-9 Unit are able to impact the
department positively and are an incredible asset.
“I think we do a good job with the K-9s,” says
Teigen. “These dogs are an extension of us. They do
a tremendous job.”

To learn more about the dogs and handlers in the
Spokane Police Department’s K-9 Unit, visit www.
spokanepolice.org
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